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NOTICE OF CHANGES TO THE SYSTEM 

NOS 1.2 Changes 

The following changes will be installed on Thursday, 22 March. 

Don Mears repaired ROUTE so that the REP option (repeat count) works properly 
\Jith plot files. Don also altered the BATCHIO Decwriter driver to check for a 
faulty link. 

Tim Salo enhanced SUPIO to indicate whether a failure occurs in the front end or 
in the host before aborting. This feature should be an aid to operations in 
determining what action should be taken when SUPIO is unstable. Tim also repaired 
an unspecified error in minicomputer protocol processing in SUPIO. 

Tim Hoffmann changed the message issued by AROUTE andASEND to be more explicit 
as to what alternatives to AROU'J.E and ASEND are actually available. 

Bill Sackett repaired a curious error in PFM which allowed a user to define 
several permanent files with the same name as long as they had different passwords. 
Astute readers may recall that this error was fixed once already, long ago. The 
previous fix was for indirect access permanent files. 

Jeff Drummond changed MAGNET and DSD so that the REMOVABLE PACK FREE message no 
longer appears on the E,P display. This change was requested by operations. The 

. E,M display is now the sole indication of a) what removable packs are free and b) 
when a removable pack is unloaded. Previously, the UNLOAD command was illegal if 
a device still had users on it. Now the UNLOAD command simply sets local unload 
status to prevent any additional accesses to the device. Jeff also repaired an 
error in SEND which would sometimes leave the password unblanked in the users 
dayfile. Additionally, Jeff fixed several unspecified errors in TRANSIT/TRN. 
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Brad Blasing delivered a 485 version of CYBER LOADER. The new version uses the 
de bug ~o-ce preset. Users have been informed in many places and all consu:tt ··nts 
and help-line personnel have been contacted. \.Je know already that this chiJ.nge 
will effect some FTN users. 

KRONOS Changes 

The following changes will be installed on Thursday, 22 March. 

Jeff Drummond installed new versions of TRANSIT/TRN which repair assorted 
errors in SEND processing. 

Tom Lanzatella moved the NOTE utility from NOS to KRONOS. 

NOS 485 Changes 

Iterations of the NOS 1.3 system will be installed twice a month as with 
NOS 1.2 and KRONOS. The actual date that the system is available is not usually 
determined when the DSN is written. This is due primarily to the high probability 
of error when working with such a tremendous volume of code. 

We begin now the tedious albeit necessary mention of each change as it is 
converted from NOS 1.2 to NOS 1.3. 

Tom Lanzatella contributed the following changes. 

A host of critical code modsets from the Batched Corrective Code tape were installed 
as JPL modsets. These modsets fix very obscure errors of little general interest. 
Anyone with a burning desire to know about these changes should contact T\~. 

ABTMSG - The local enhancement to lAJ which expands the mode error message explanations. 

BYOOPS - The mod which removes the stock feature of logging off TXOT users who encounter 
system aborts. 

CALPRG - The change to lAJ which causes CALLPRG to be invoked whenever a program is 
not found on the system .. 

DHPOD - A change to lAJ '>>'hich causes an exchange package dump on operator drop. 

MSGSEC - A change to lAJ which inhibits sending a control statement to the CP buffer 
if an SDH= entry point is present. 

D'MPHCL - A change to lAJ '>>'hich causes an exchange package dump after monitor call error. 
SYSD~W - A change to lAJ which suppresses the exchange package dump on operator drop 

and time limit if the job is system origin. 

lAJHNG - A change to lAJ which alters the way the routine behaves in a hung PP 
situation. The change makes it easy to unhang the routine. 

SPACE - A new mod to lAJ which saves about 150B bytes in TCS. 

CIOOOl - A fix to CIO which would write a EOI in the middle of a file on a REWRITE 
operation if the device where the file was located is currently at track 
limit. This mod may be yanked in the near future after we determine 
whether or not the problem still exists. ·'-

CI0002 - A fix to CIO which repairs an unknown error in write control words. This 
modset may also be yanked in the near future. 
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CI0003 - A mod to CIO \vhich allows more space in the close mass storage overlay. 

RCSFIX - A correction to CO~WRCS and lAJ which firms up the check for end-of-control 
statements. This protects us against users who forget a 7-8-9 card l><.,L\veen 
control cards and data. 

Kevin Hatthews contributed the following changes. 

GENOOl - A mod which generalizes the CDC monitor function code table in PPCOH. 

GEN002 - A mod which generalizes low core and control point installation W'Ord areas. 

GENOOS - A mod which generalizes installation bits in the MST. 

GENSSE - A mod which generalizes installation words in the system sector. 

NOSA3 - .1he famous mod which installed full-tracking in NOS 1. 2. The mod use.J. to 
be five thousand lines and is now only 150. Remaining code fixes an error 
in driver reload processing overlooked by CDC. 

NOSB3 - The mod which installs a complete mass storage allocation scheme. 

GENMMF - The notable modset which installs most of our enhancements to multi
mainframe and our local implementation of user ECS. 

SETCOM - A mod which allows comment lines in the CMRDECK and IPRDECK. 

SETU4 - The change which allows the SYSTEM command in the CMRDECK. 

Kevin also installed new versions of the common decks COMSEFT, COMPEEA and CO~WEMF. 

Hesung Byun installed generalization mods to PFILES: GNPFLl - GNPFLS. 

Jeff Drummond installed the follm.;ring changes. 

GEN007 - A mod which generalizes the SSTL and INWL words. 

SUBSYS - The mod which installs all local subsystems into NOS. 

PAUSE - A mod which adds pauses to PFH in strategic locations. 

SYSMSG - A change which reformats and intensifies system control point messages. 

RCLANG - The mod to MTR which detects a job hung in recall. 

SCN~ffi - A mod which attributes names to most of the bits in the Status Control 
Register. 

S02311$ Code from PSR NS02311. A fix for syntax processing in DSD. 

S02346$.- Code from PSR NS2346. A fix for repeat entry processing in DSD. 

S02344$ - Code from PSR NS02344. A fix to DSD which disallows dates of the form 
79/03/32. 
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S02342$ - Code from NS02342. Fixes CONTROL so that CM and ECS parameters work if 
sense s ~itches are used. 

S02309$ - Code from NS02309. Keeps CHKPT from check pointing the INPUT* file. 

HSTRD - A mod which ensures read mode access for master user if file is explicitly 
permited to master user in execute only mode. 

GNDSDl - GNDSDS -:- Hods which generalize DSD . 

CPYRT - A mod to DSD which removes the annoying copyright messages from the 
deadstart display. 

SCRHNG - A mod which disallows manipulating S/C register bits with DSD channel 
conunands. 

PSNI - A mod which corrects the use of PSN instructions in several PP programs. 

Brad Blasing contributed the following changes. 

GENCPM - A mod which generalizes the function code table in CPM. A notable change 
to this mod is that we can now install CPM functions with values greater 
than lOOB. 

READCP The mod which installs the CPM function which reads any \vord in the control 
point area. 

CPHRFL Code from NS02288. Corrects CPM error message when SETRFL receives an 
illegal request. 

CPMPAK - A change to CPM which prevents the packname from being cleared on Fk~ILY 
or SUI commands. 

DISSJl - The change to DISSJ processing which causes a parame ter block to be 
returned if present. 

SSJSUI - A mod which allows an internal SUI request for SSJ= jobs. 

VERSFL - A fix to CPM which validates return addresses for the return version CPM 
function (function 44). 

Brad also contributed 485 versions of COMPASS and Cyber Loader. 

Marisa Riviere provided 485 versions of CE diagnostic routines and of UPDATE. 

PROPOSED CHANGES TO THE SYSTEH 

SPRING CLEANING - by T. W. Lanzatella 

System conversion always provides an opportunity to rid ourselves of unneeded code 
in the system and to rework features which have become inelegant. The following 
modsets ·are candidates for removal. 

1) CICM - A mod which installs the infinite field length permission bit in the 
Access Word. 
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2) CONTUl - The mod ,.;rhich installs the PRINT command. This feature is available 
with NOTE. 

3) CTLZ - The modset which installs the Z command. This is now an entry point in NOTE. 

4) The time limit formula in modset DEFALT. The stock time limit formula should be 
sufficient now that we are using SRU's. 

5) DOCriDl - A mod to DOCMENT which provides for DOCMENTing PDP-11 programs. 

6) COBSYS - The mod which installs our local COBOL subsystem for time sharing users. 

7) SOBW 

The compiler associated with this subsystem is archaic and causes many 
user complaints. 

- Jeff Drummond would like to remove the user settable bits and the 
macros used for setting and clearing these bits. 

8) DISKUTI - A mod to PFM which returns the percent utilization of a disk as part 
of a CATLIST request. Jeff feels that this could be done just as 
easily from the CPU using RSB requests. 

9) PFMU7 - A mod which allows a non-CSPF user to replace a file on an alternate 
·user number. Jeff maintains that this ability is no longer required. 

/l/////1// 

MT/NT CONFLICT - by J. J. Drummond 

The following table illustrates the default values of parameters associated with 
magnetic tape assignment. The first column shows the current defaults under NOS 1.2 
(level 460) while the second column shows the values that I am proposing for NOS 1.3 
(level 485). 

NOS 1. 2 NOS 1.3 

Default Conversion CV = AS CV = AS 
Default Tape Type NT NT 
Default 9-tk Density D = PE D PE 
Default 7-tk Density D = HI D HI 

Note that all values remain the same except for the default tape type (MT~NT). 
This change is prompted by our switch in emphasis from 7-track to 9-track tape 
equipment. Due to our TAPES library management system, only transient tapes will 
be effected by this change. 

/1/11//111 

SPECIAL QUEUES - by J. Larson 

Operations hereby proposes the following implementation of the special queue's 
capability that exists in our current system. Routing of output to these special 
queues takes place via the use of the forms code (FC) parameter on the route card. 
Operators will then use the "form" command from the console to control when and 
where the output is generated. 

A. Special Forms - Certain forms codes will be used for such things as getting 
output printed on the unlined side of our stock paper or for printing on other 
stock forms supplied by UCC. Other forms codes will be assigned to the various 
special forms needed by individual users. This method will be used for forms 
that are used on a recurring basis. 
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B. Secure Output - One forms code would be used to designate a queue to which users 
may route output \vhich they wish to have handled securely. This output -.; :onld be 
kept in a cabinet in the I/O area until the user calls for and signs for it . 

C. Large Outputs - One (or more) forms codes would be used for large output files. 
Users would be expected to route output files over a certain size (e.g., 
printouts of more than 400 pages, plots of more than 100 inches, punch files 
of more than 2000 cards) to these queues. 

The following decisions and/or enhancements to existing capabilities need to be made: 

1. A rate structure needs to be developed and accounting messages installed. Both 
special forms jobs and secure outputs should be charged for in a manner that 
reflects our extra handling costs. The charges should be automated to reduce 
accounting overhead. 

2. A utility is needed which, when run by an operator, would scan the queues and 
provide a listing of the jobnames and forms code of all jobs in these special 
queues. 

3. The "form" conunand should be modified to allow operators to process one job 
at a time (e.g., use the FNT ordinal as an optional parameter in the command). 
Currently all files using a particular forms code come out when the corresponding 
forms code is assigned to the appropriate output device. 

4. All forms codes should appear in the H display. Currently only AA - AF will be 
correctly displayed. 

5. Messages of the form "This is a secure output" or "This output uses form 

6. 

XX" (where XX is the forms code) should be printed on the banner page of 
printed outputs to reflect which queue they came from. A similar secure output 
message should appear on plotter output from the secure queue and a special 
banner card should be punched by punch jobs from the secure queue. 

Provision 
numbers: 
routed on 
form. 

should be made to validate special queues for use by only certain user 
i.e., If a special form is to be used by just one user, only files 
that users user number should be allowed in the queue assigned to that 

SYSTEH MAINTENANCE: People and Procedures 

LAST WEEK'S SYSTEMS GROUP MEETING- by T. W. Lanzatella 

1) Earl Schleske's proposal to change CPM so that the ASL and JSL will always be 
changed automatically to avoid the JOB STEP EXCEEDS ACCOUNT BLOCK error was 
approved (see DSN 5, 5 p. 35). 

2) Larry Liddiard led a discussion on unfinished system programming projects and 
on individuals intended activities over the next couple of months. Most 
people felt that Release 4 conversion would be the dominating activity at 
least through June. The following unfinished projects were identified. 

a) DIVERT and SUPIO site validation. 
b) Page limits. 
c) Queue enquiry utilities. 
d) Field length restrictions. 
e) MODVAL security enhancements. 
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//////1111 

CYBER 74/172 DEADSTART DUNP ANALYSIS FROM SUNDAY, .!>lARCH 4 THROUGH SUNDAY, ~·~ARl':H 18 -
by K. C. Hatthe\vS 

There were no unscheduled d·eadstarts during this period. The system was late (by 
10 minutes) coming up on two mornings because of some disk errors. We are 
investigating the disk error problems. 

1/1//l//// 

TELEX AND TELEX PDPll CRASH ANALYSIS - by D. W. Hears 

For the period 79/03/01 to 79/03/15: 

03/13 09:13 Channel 4 on the Cyber 74 (the TELEX PDPll channel) hung full due to 
a Link malfunction in which the Link failed to return an EMPTY \vhen 
lTD was trying to set the Link address register. Everything was 0~ 
after the operators did a disconnect on the channel. This problem 
has not reoccurred (yet) and the diagnostics do not fail on this Link. 

///1/////1 

PLOTTER PDPll CRASH ANALYSIS - by D. W. Mears 

During the period 3/1 to 3/15 there have been many strange plotter crashes. 

There were 3 crashes when nothing was being plotted. I could not tell \vhat went 
wrong from the dumps. 

There were 3 crashes where the interrupt vectors were zeroed out (causing the CPU to 
halt at zero when a clock interrupt occurred). 

There were 8 crashes where the plotter appeared to stop for no reason. The dumps 
for these crashes are incomplete. 

There were 6 reloads after plot files were RERUN or ENDed. 

There were 4 reloads after the plotter went "not ready". 

There were several instances of plotter data and Decwriter data being corrupted. 
Usually, bits were being dropped or bytes zeroed out. 

I have discovered instances where memory cells get zeroed out without the 
corresponding address appearing on the UNIBUS and that the CPU PC register gets 
set to strange values when the CPU CONSOLE IS Bu~ED. I don't know how many (if 
any) of the plotter crashes are related to these apparent memory/CPU/bus problems. 
\ve are investigating. 

////11//1/ 

SUPIO/RJE CRASH ANALYSIS - by L. E. May 

For the period 1 March - 15 March. 

79/03/01 11:25 SUPIO hung in "A" status. Dropped Supio and brought it back up at 11:33. 

79/03/08 17:11 RJE- PDP 11 abort. Insuf f icient information for analysis. Up at 17:18. 
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